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ON LOCAL LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY OF SUPERPOSITION. OPERATORS 
Gottfried BRUCKNER, Berlin 
Abstract: It is proved: A superposition operator 
from i^ into L that is Idpschitzian on a fixed ball is 
IApschitzian on every other ball. Furthermore, the Lip-
schitz constants are given. Finally the result is applied 
to the generalized Dirichle t problem for nonlinear parti-
al differential equations. 
Key words: Superposition operators, Lipschitz-con-
tinuity, Dirichlet problem. 
AMS: 47H99, 35*760 Ref. Z.: 7.978, 7.956 
This paper deals with a local Lipschitz continuity of 
superposition mappings between Lebesgue spaces. 
First we shall say what we mean by local Lipschitz conti-
nuity and compare this with the property L ( s , t ) in R. IClu-
ge and the author 15,6] • Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition for local Lipschitz continuity of superposition 
mappings between Lebesgue spaces will be given and the cor-
responding Lipschitz function calculated. Finally we shall 
apply some of the results to the generalized Dirichlet pro-
blem for nonlinear partial differential equations. See also 
the concluding remarks at the end. 
The results contained in this paper were first presented by 
the author at the Summer School on "Nonlinear Analysis and 
Mechanics", Sept ember 1974, Stara* Lesnd near Poprad, Slovakia. 
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1# Let X and Y be l inear normed spaces and A a (non-
linear) mapping from X into I . Then we c a l l A loca l ly Lip-
schitz continuous ( l .L . ) i f there ex i s t s a nonnegative func-
t ion L(s , t ) of the nonnegative arguments s , t with the pro-
pert ies l - ( s ' , t ' ) > L(s , t ) i f s ' > 8 and t V t and I Ax - Ay | ^ 
£ L ( | x | 9 I y l ) | x - y | for a l l x, y in the domain of A. 
In 15»6J R. Kluge and the author defined a loca l Lip-
schitz continuity in the case X = Y - H (Hilhert space) of 
the form 
I Ax - Ay I £ L-^ Ixl , I x - y I ) Ix - y I 
with the monotone nonnegative function L-, • Obviously one 
definition can easily be transformed into the o the r . E.g. t 
l e t 
lAx - A y U L( | x l , I y | ) | x - y | 
then we define L,(s,t) * I*(s,8 + t) and it holds 
lAx - Ay U LUxl, l y l ) l x - y | ^ L( I x | , l x l + 
+ ix - y | ) lx - y ! » .L L (" |x l > lx - y l ) lx - y | . 
Let B, and Bk be Banach spaces, p and q real numbers grea-
ter than or equal to 1, Q£^ a domain, 
Lp= 1^(5,%), I^-^(Q,B 2). 
We call an operator A mapping the whole space 1^ into 1̂  
a superposition operator (s. operator) if for every t* G 
there is an operator A(t) of all of B-, into Bg with the pro-
perty 
(Ax) (t) =- A(t) x(t). 
We suppose that the famity A(t) f u l f i l s the Carath^odory 
condition. 
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We denote the norms in B-̂ , B^, L , L resp. by 1 \^ , 
I 2̂» ^ ^p* 1 'a* T n e i*10^068 will be omitted for no 
confusion is possible • 
2. In this section the symbol A always denotes a su-
perposition operator from lu into L . 
We are going to prove: If A is Lipschitz continuous on a 
fixed ball around the origin, then A is l.L. on the whole 
space. We shall give also the form of the function L(s,t). 
The following Lemma will be useful for the proofs. 
Lemma. Let a,r-j,...fr-j| be nonnegative real numbers, 
(i) If a>l, then 
Srf^CSr^^N^^rf. 
(ii) If a*felf then 
x i i # 
(Summation runs over i = 1 , . . . , N ) . 
For our invest igat ions we dis t inguish the two cases 
p £q and p > q . 
Theorem 1. Let P-£qf &2ip/q be a r e a l number and 
(1) II Ax - A y l l ^ M j x - y» a 
for all x, y from a fixed ball with radius r > 0 around the 
origin of L . Then (1) holds for every x and ycL . 
.Remark. &>1 means that A is constant. In the follo-
wing we exclude this non interesting case by the restric-
tion & . 6 1 . 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x,y€ Ic. We decompose the 
domain G into measurable sets G^ such that 
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^ i G i = G ' G i л G i " ̂  ^ P ^ У з e t ) f o г -+3 a n d 
( / Ыt) ł pat)1/p^r, ( / |y(t) | p dtr^-ér. 
fr? &: 
f y(t ) , tбGi 
Г i ( t ) = -
0 , tфGi L 0 ^ tфGi 
Ihen Sxill i r , I yi II 6 r, and it holds 
|Az - Ay Hi = f U(t)x(t) - A(t)y(t) 1 qdt = 
= . § / ! A ( t ) x ( t ) - A(t)y(t) | ^dt 
= % 11 Ixi - Ay± || *£ % # Bxi - 7± i *'* 
= Mq £ ( / | x i ( t ) - y, (t) t p ) < 1 - a / p 
(|.a/p£l and the lemma implies 
1 i ± - - ^ l ^ ^ C ' ^ £ I xjtt) - y i ( t ) P)^-^-
5 =* 
At & 
= Mq(f | x ( t ) - y ( t ) I P ^ - ^ P , 
this means 
I'Ax - A y l £ M l x - y B a , q . e .d . 
Corollary. In the case p-feq every l . L . s . mapping i s 
Idpschitz continuousp 
Proof. Put a = 1. I t i s obvious that an l . L . s . mapp-
ing fu l f i l s the assumption of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let P^q and 
(2) \ Ax - Ay IUM | X - y I 
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for all x, y from a fixed ball with radius r> 0 around the 
origin of L . Then 
(3) I Ax - Ay I U Cc1( i x l| ^ ^ + J| y || (P-<-)/<l) + 
+ c 2 3 II x - y II 
with c 1 = M / r
( p " q ' / q f c 2 = M, holds for every x ,y€ 1^. 
Proof. Let x , y € l L and 
| | x l | p = m r p + £. , , m2:0, in teger , 0 g e ^ r 5 
I lyB p = n r p + s 2 , n>:0, in teger , 0 £ e2 .<rr
p . 
We decompose the domain G into measurable se t s G-, i = 0 , . . . 
. . . ,m , such that 
iw/ G. = G, G.A G. = 0 for i4*j and 
/ I x ( t ) | p d t = JP$ i = l , . . . , m , / | x ( t ) |
 p d t = e , . 
Let further 
/ l y ( t ) 1 p dt = n± r
9 + %\% n±>0 in teger , 0 4 &\<CTP, 
h 
for i = 0,...,nu 
Then .% n. ̂  n. 
-JVC 0 A 
Now we decompose the sets G^, i = 0f..#fmf in the same way 
as before into measurable sets G. ., j = 0,...,n. such that 
i j i 
/ ly(t)l p dt = rP, J = 1 ^ / ly(t)[p at = B\. 
% 6io 
Then 
( / |x(t>.p dt^P-Jr, ( f ly(t)\p at)1/p.fer. 
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We estimate the number N cf the G- • . I t holds 
i : j 
( II x l p + II y 11 p ) / r P = I (m + n)rP + & 1 + Z21 / r
P 2 m + n, 
therefore 
IT ^ . S A (n* + D . n + m + 1 _> ( II x | |
p + 1 y | p ) / r p + 1. 
We define 
^ x ( t ) , t в G ^ j 
x i ( j ( t ) -
•y(t), t « G i á 
. y ^ C t ) = 
0 f tфG 
*J 
t ^ G . 
1J 
Then x i ., y i « € 1^ and II x±.- II _. r , II y — 1) £ r . 
We estimate 
I Ax - Ay II q = f I A(t)x(t) - A( t )y ( t ) 1 q dtr « 
= , g J U ( t ) x ( t ) - A(t)y(t) | q dt 
<W* % 
- g lAx ij-Ay ijB
q_M
q4 I x ^ - y ^ l " -
= M Q 4 ( 4 l x i o ( t ) - y i ^ ) I P at)q/p, 
q/P<l, therefore the Lemma gives 
^ Ml . H--VP( .^ f 1 x(t) - y(t) . p at) q / p 
*7i %l 
= Ufl- . H ^ V M x - y . . 1 , 
tha t means 
II Ax - Ay | 6 M t l x ftP/rP + I y 1* / -* + 13 ( P ~ q ) / P q | x - y l 
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I t hoKs 
0-6 (p - q)/pq •• J - | < 1 
and our asser t ions follows by the Lemma. Q.e.d. 
3 . Here we assume that A i s l . L . s . and ask for A(t) , 
Again we consider f i r s t the case p.-=q# 
Theorem 3* Let P-£q and 
II Ax - Ay H^ M Ix - y | l a , p / q ^ a A l , a fixed, for a l l 
x, y 6 l ^ . 
Let G be of f i n i t e measure g. Then 
I A(t)u - A(t)v I ̂  M gb | u - v | a , b = (aq - p)/pq, 
for a l l u, v e B , and almost a l l t e G . 
Proof. Let UjVeB^and 
(4) I A(t)u - A(t)v I^M gb l u - v l a for t e . A s G , 
A i s a measurable s e t . We define 
!
u, t e A t V j t e A 
•> y(t) A 
o, t * A ^o, t 4 A 
Then x , y € L and 
II Ax - Ay II = ( J I A(t)x( t ) - A(t)y(t) I q d t ) 1 / q 
= ( J" U ( t ) u - A ( t ) v l q d t ) ^ 
A 
^ M ( X - y l !
a = M ( r i x( t ) - y ( t ) 1 P d t )
a / P 
far 
<5> * M< f t u - v l p d t ) ^ = M(mes A ) a / p t u _ v \ a 
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Otherwise, i f we suppose mes A -> 0 we get from (4) 
if I A(t)tt - A(t)T 1 * d t ) V < l > X gb(mes A ) 1 / < 1 1 u • T ( a . 
This gives together with (5) 
•X gb(mes A )1/(1<M(mes A ) a / P or 
g < (mes A ) . 
Because of aq - p.>0 t h i s contradicts g^mes A . I t f o l -
lows mes A = 0, q .e .d . 
Let now be p > q . We f i r s t consider the special case 
where 1 A(t)tt - A(t)v | does not depend on t f we ca l l the 
corresponding A independent. 
Theorem 4* Let p><L9 A. independent and l .L . super-
position operator. 
Then 
(6) \ A(t)u - A(t)T I * Cd-,0* ! ( P ^ } / < 1 + I T I tP-*}/*> + 
+ dg 1 I tt - T I 
for a l l tt.vcB-^ Here d-, = c l f d2 * gta-PVpq C g f w h e r e 
°1» c2 a r e t b e c o n s t a n , t a of Theorem 2 and g = mes G. 
Proof. Let n-TcB-^ irom Theorem 2 we get 
II Att - AT IU ( / t A(t)tt - A(t)T 1 * d t ) 1 7 * » 
' g ^ U f t k - M t h l 
4 C cx( | u ! **-«>/« + 1 y || (P"«)/«) 4- c 2 ] | n - T I 
= Ccx gtP-«>/P4{.|Bl(l>-il)/« + 
+ | r l ( « > / < . , + C 2 3 g V p | u . T | , Q # e # d # 
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Corollary. Let p>q and A an independent and l.L. 
superposition operator. Then 
I A(t)u i 6 g(t) + c I u I P/c*, g(t) € 1^(0^). 
Proof. Theorem 4 gives f or v = 0 
I A(t)u I 6 I A(t)Q | + (d2 t u I (P-^/* + d2) I u I 
= lA(t)Ol + dx liilP^ + d2 tul 
£ | A(t)0 I + d2 + (d., + d2) I u I
 p /Q, q^e.d. 
The Corollary is the Lemma of Krasnoselski [ 8 J in our 
special case. If we assume (6) to hoUd together with the Ca-
rath^odory condition for a family A(t) of operators then the 
superposition operator A will be an l.L. operator from L in-
to L with Lipschitz function as in Theorem 2. This can he 
shown easily by means of the HSlder inequality. So (6) is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the independent super-
position operator A to be an l.L. mapping from 1^ into L . 
As an Example we consider in R-, = B^ = B2 for integer 
m, n, l^m^rn the mapping 
A(t)x = r xn + s xm, r, s real numbers. 
We have 
I A(t)x - A(t)y I = I r(xn - yn) + afc? - ym) I 
4 l r I t x^-y2 1! + 1st l x a ^ / | 
At I r I ( I x| + | y I ) n - 2 + I* j ( l x t + I y U ^ l x - y| 
£ l ( | r . + l s l ) ( l x l + l y l ) ^ l + Is 13 \x - yl 
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* £ 2 n - 2 ( | r | + I s i ) l\x\nmml + l y | n ~ 1 ) + I s l J i x - y | . 
Thus A i s an l . L . s . mapping of L into L , • Especially i t 
can be seen from the example tha t the term c2 in (3) reap, 
dp in (6) cannot be omitted in genera l . 
In the case where the independence of A i s not assumed 
we have the 
Theorem 5. Let P ^ q and A an l . L . s . mapping. Let 
further "be JC-, ftp nonnegative (universal) constants and 
f o r u , T € B 1 
(7) ]A(t)u - A(t)T I > C ^ d u l 1 1 + | v | h ) + k^J lu - • ( , 
h * (p - q) /q , 
on the (measurable) set A = A (u,v) with mes A -> 0. Then 
it holds 
(8) (kx - C l ) ( lu |
h + lvlh) + k 2 * c 2 (mes A r
C l / < 1 ~ l / p ) f 
where c-,, c« are the constants of Theorem 2 . 
Proof. Let x and y be the elements of Lu defined by 
r u , t 6 A /• v , t 6 A 
x( t ) = < ) y t t ) = S < 
^ o, t £ A *• o, t ^ A 
then 
ii xii = ( [ r x(t)\p dt)^p = c r u p dt)x/p = 
= (mes A ) V P t u l , 
II y II = (mes A ) 1 / p 1 v l , II x - y ll = (mes A ) 1 / p I u - v l 
and 
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lUx - AyII " ( fA I A(t)u - A( t )vl
q a t ) 1 7 * £V 
- U ^ U r l * * I y | * > + C 23 I x - y l 
(9) ^Ec-Jmes A )h /P (Iu|h + lvlh ) + 
+ c 2 3 (mes A )
1 / p |u - v | . 
Otherwise (7) gives by integration 
( JA I A(t)u - A(t)v |
q d t ) 1 / < i > (mes A )
1 / q I k^Iul*1 + 
+ l v l h ) + k23 | u - v l . 
This gives together with (9) 
k^lul*1 + l v l h ) + k 2 < c 1 ( i u l
h + lv l h ) + 
+ c2(mes A )
1 / P - ^ f q # e . d . 
Consequences of Theorem 5: 
(i) In the case c2 = 0 we get a contradiction if we take 
kl = cl» *2 s °* That means mes A - 0* 
(ii) If we take k^ = clf k2 = c2 k, c2*4-0 implies 
(mes A ) 1 /^ 1 /P< l/k. 
This means that we can make mes A arbitrarily small if 
we choose k large enough* 
(iii) If we take k-£> c^, k2 fixed, then mes A —> 0 for 
I u I + I v I -—> 00 , 
4. As an application we consider here the generali-
zed nonlinear Dirichlet problem in L2(G) 
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 D ^ v ) = (g,v), 
feel.* 1 
where UjVCl/MG), G a domain of lP (with the usual supposi­
tions), D*
6
 the operator of generalized derivation, «G a 
multi-index and t(u) the vector of the generalized deriva­
tives of u» It is known that under certain assumptions on 
A ^ the problem is equivalent to an operator equation 
Tu = g 
in H-,, the closure of C ^ in ̂  , These assumptions are 
(i) Carathgodory condition, 
(ii) growth condition. 
Besides, usually for the existence proof a 
(iii) monotonicity and coercivity condition 
and for numerical solution (iteration methods) a 
(iv) Idpschitz condition 
are assumed. (See e.g. 11,41 ») 
Motivated by Theorem 4 and the Corollary and Remark fol­
lowing on it we replace the conditions (ii) and (iv) by a 
local Idpschitz condition of the form 
(v) I A^(x,t) - A^^t')!. -4 S ^ ^ ( I t ^ l , 
where t I s the v e c t o r of t h e r e a l numbers t ^ and 
rarbitrary (monotone) f o r | (3 I 41 - n / 2 , 
oC> a r b i t r a r y 
(10) 1 . ^ ( 8 , 8 ^ =< c ( 3 < c ( / '
3 " + **~X) + d / J f l C , I « U 1 - a/2 
* * ) + dfi^ 
1 - n/2 •& ltx,»»*l. 
е « « с ( а * * * 8 1 )  а л о С ,
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Here c ^ and d ^ are arbitrary nonnegative constants 
and the r« are defined by the 
Sobolev Imbedding Theorem. Let u e W ^ W ) , then for 
1 - n/2 & I (3 | & i it holds D^uel^ , r^ « 
= 2n/[n - 2(1 - l / M ) . ] , 
and l D p u U £ M^ II u 1^ \ 
% 
for 1 (3 I <i 1 - n/2 it holds D*3 u 6 C and iD^u I c ^ 
^Kjjlu II x. 
It can be easily seen that LA«£ *S constant if and 
only if loci « I (& 1 s 1„ In all other cases our condition 
(v) is weaker than any condition (iv). Adding 1 to the ex-
ponents in the right hand side of (10) we get exactly the 
exponents ocurring usually in condition (ii). Thus the 
growth condition resulting from condition (v) (in the same 
way as it is done in the Corollary to Theorem 4) is just 
the usual growth condition (ii). This shows that condition 
(v) is quite natural. Furthermore it is obvious by Theorems 
2 and 4 that within the frame of the existing theory condi-
tion (v) cannot be weakened any more. 
Finally we show that condition (v) leads to an l.L. 
operator T!. Thus the methods developed in L3,43 can be used 
for a numerical solution of the problem Tu = g. 
Theorem 6, Under the conditions vi) and (v) The Diri-
chlet problem is equivalent to the operator equation Tu = g 
in H-j, and the operator T is l.L. with the Lipschitz func-
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tion 
• « | u B l f I T I X ) -rfJS m ^ L ^ O ^ | n l l t H , I H . , ) , 
where m*^ are certain nonnegative constants and M« are 
the same as in the SoboHev imbedding theorem cited above. 
Proof. We mentioned above that (v) implies the usual 
growth condition (ii). So we can proceed first in the same 
way as for example in CI,2J . For the remaining 1»L. pro-
perty of T we have to estimate 
|(Tu - fv.h)^ = J £ T (A^ (x,t(u)> - A ^ (x,t(v)i D^h dx| 
i D ^ h l d x 
* U II XL 11 l f ' I v II x) II u - v 112 II h II ± 
using the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the HSlder inequa-
li-ty in the f orm 
J Ixtlsrlkl dt^{ J& \ xi
Pldt)1/Pl( Ĵ l yl P 2dt) 1 / P 2 
where pi> 1, 1/p^ + l/p2 + I/.P3 = !• 
Concluding remarks. The following assertion is due to 
M.M- Vainberg (t9JfClOj): 
An s. operator that is uniform.^ continuous on a fixed ball 
in 1^ has the same property on every other ball in II. 
As to Lipschitz continuity our Theorems 1 and 2 are of the 
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same type; An s. operator that is Lipschitzian on a fixed 
ball in L is Lipschitzian on every other ball in 1^. 
Furthermore the Lipschitz function is given as 
(11) L( II x 11 , Jy |l ) - M [ (Jil)(P/0-l + (JkJL)(p/q)*l + 
+ i] i P2:qt 
(see Theorem 2 ) # The stronger result 
L( 1 x | , | y II ) » M . max { ( J f l ) ^ - * , {iiL)<^)-l f l} 
is due to ¥• MOller (£73). 
Most of our reflections about Lipschitz continuity can 
without difficulty be transferred to Ht51der continuity and 
strong mono tonicity ([21). E.g., generalizing (11) the Hol-
der function corresponding to the Holder exponent a.6p/a= is 
H( II x I , | y II ) = K [ {M)<I»/q)-a + (Jlzi)(p/q)-a + 2] . 
For re la ted r e s u l t s see also J . Danes* [3]» 
I wish to thank the redaction of Comment. Math. Univ. 
Carolinae and the referee for t he i r remarks,especially for 
pointing out the references [ 3 ] , [9] and [ 1 0 ] . 
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